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Key frame based video summarization has emerged as an important area of research for the multimedia
community. Video key frames enable an user to access any video in a friendly and meaningful way. In this
paper, we propose an automated method of video key frame extraction using dynamic Delaunay graph
clustering via an iterative edge pruning strategy. A structural constraint in form of a lower limit on the
deviation ratio of the graph vertices further improves the video summary. We also employ an informa-
tion-theoretic pre-sampling where significant valleys in the mutual information profile of the successive
frames in a video are used to capture more informative frames. Various video key frame visualization
techniques for efficient video browsing and navigation purposes are incorporated. A comprehensive eval-
uation on 100 videos from the Open Video and YouTube databases using both objective and subjective
measures demonstrate the superiority of our key frame extraction method.
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1. Introduction static key frames can be further organized for browsing and naviga-
With the recent advancement in video capture, storage and dis-
tribution technologies, the extent of video content accessible in the
daily life has increased exponentially. To handle such huge amount
of data, proficient video management systems are being developed
to access the video information in a user-friendly way [1,2]. The
problem of video summarization deals with succinct representation
of a video [3]. Such a representation makes users aware of the con-
tent of any video without watching it entirely [4]. Video summari-
zation refers to a class of nonlinear content-based video
compression techniques which can efficiently represent most sig-
nificant information in a video stream using a combination of still
images, video segments, graphical representations and textual
descriptors [5]. According to Truong and Venkatesh [3], there are
two fundamental types of video summaries, namely, Video key
frame extraction (static) and Video Skimming (dynamic). Video Sto-
ryboard is a set of static key frames (motionless images) which pre-
serve the overall content of a video with minimum data. Video
skimming is a set of images with audio and motion information. Vi-
deo skim, unlike a video storyboard, includes both audio and mo-
tion elements that can potentially enhance the expressiveness
and information of the summary. In contrast, video storyboard
summarizes the video content in a more compact manner and the
tion purposes.
Various clustering methods are applied over the years to extract

key frames from a video [6–9]. The main aim of these clustering-
based techniques is to extract key frames by grouping video frames
based on a set of features like color, motion, shape, and texture.
After the clustering is complete, usually, one frame per cluster is se-
lected as the key frame to produce the video summary. Performance
of such clustering methods depends heavily on the user inputs and/
or certain threshold parameters (e.g., number of clusters) [8–10]. In
addition, different criteria that are used to measure the similarity
between the video frames significantly influence the key frame
set [8,11,16]. Furthermore, many of the existing video summariza-
tion methods use uniform sampling in the pre-processing stage
which may result in exclusion of some informative frames [6–8].

Key frame based video summarization is modeled in [6] as a clus-
tering problem on Delaunay graphs. In this paper, we present a novel
and effective approach for video key frame extraction using im-
proved Delaunay clustering. Both color and texture features are used
in the clustering process. The main contributions of this paper are:
(1) efficient splitting of the Delaunay graph using a dynamic edge
pruning strategy where overall reduction in the global standard
deviation of edge lengths is maximized and a structural constraint
in form of a lower limit on the deviation ratio of the graph vertices
is imposed i.e., the constraint on deviation ratio is checked before re-
moval of an edge such that the edges within a cluster are preserved
to ascertain better content coverage in the summary; (2) better
frame pre-sampling using a combination of fixed sampling and a
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sampling based on mutual information between successive frames
of the video leading to a more informative input to the actual cluster-
ing process; (3) incorporation of user perception in the performance
evaluation process using three subjective measures in addition to
three objective measures makes the comparisons comprehensive
and unbiased. Performance comparison of the proposed method
with three different state-of-the-art approaches [6–8], on 50 videos
each from the Open Video Project and the YouTube using the above
objective and subjective measures clearly indicate its superiority. A
preliminary version of this work was published in [5], where, neither
any structural constraint for splitting of the Delaunay graph nor any
information-theoretic pre-sampling was used. Furthermore,
experiments in [5] were restricted to 5 videos and results were com-
pared only with [6] using solely the objective measures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related work and highlights our contribution. Section 3
provides the theoretical foundations of our proposed approach.
Section 4 describe our proposed method. Video key frame visuali-
zation techniques are presented in Section 5. Section 6 reports
experimental results with detailed analysis. Finally, Section 7 con-
cludes the paper with an outline of future research directions.
2. Related work

A comprehensive review of video summarization approaches
can be found in [3,4]. Only some representative works are dis-
cussed here. Hanjalic and Zhang [12] developed a technique for vi-
deo key frame extraction by finding an optimal clustering through
cluster-validity analysis. A partitional clustering is applied several
times depending on the number of frames present in a video se-
quence. Though the above technique produce summaries of
acceptable quality, the partitional clustering process makes the
summarization computationally expensive. Gong and Liu [10] used
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for the purpose of video sum-
marization. Initially, a subset of all the available video frames (one
from every ten frames) is selected using pre-sampling approach.
SVD is applied on a feature-frame matrix formed using global color
histogram. One problem with this approach is the clustering pro-
cess is dependent on proper choice of a threshold. Mundur et al.
[6] proposed a Delaunay triangulation-based clustering approach
to automatically extract the key frames from a video. After an ini-
tial pre-sampling phase, each frame is represented by a 256 dimen-
sional vector in HSV color space. Then, Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the dimension of the feature
vector. A Delaunay graph is constructed with these frames and
the edges are classified into short edges and separating edges using
average and standard deviation of edge lengths at each vertex. The
separating edges are removed to form the distinct clusters. One
major problem with this method is that the separating edges are
removed only once. This type of static edge removal process is
incapable of properly detecting local variations in the input data,
and it fails to give good results in situations where sparse clusters
may be adjacent to high-density clusters. The above limitation has
an adverse effect on the content representation of the video sum-
mary. Furthermore, since only color histogram is used to extract
the key frames, the algorithm in [6] often produces redundant
frames with similar spatial concepts. Furini et al. [7] proposed
STIMO (STIll and MOving Video Storyboard), a video summariza-
tion technique based on an improved version of the Furthest-
Point-First (FPF) algorithm. Once a feature-frame matrix is con-
structed after pre-sampling and color histogram formation, similar
frames are clustered together based on FPF algorithm. For obtain-
ing the number of clusters, pair wise dissimilarity between consec-
utive frames is computed according to the Generalized Jaccard
Distance (GJD). Though this method allows user customization in
terms of length of the storyboard and maximum waiting time to
get the key frame, implementation of fixed pre-sampling and selec-
tion of GJD based dissimilarity measure adversely affect the con-
tent representation of the key frame set. Avila et al. [8] presented
VSUMM (Video SUMMarization), where key frames are extracted
using the k-means algorithm. The estimation of the number of
clusters is based on a simple shot boundary detection method,
where the number of cluster is incremented for each sufficient con-
tent change in the video sequence. This type of estimation, based
on shot boundary detection method, is computationally intensive
for videos having large number of frames. Moreover, since only col-
or histogram is used for shot boundary detection, this estimation is
not accurate for different genres of video.

The proposed approach is designed to address some of the
important limitations of the above-mentioned techniques. We
aim at obtaining superior video summaries using improved Dela-
unay clustering and information-theoretic pre-sampling. The main
advantage of Delaunay clustering, as indicated by Mundur et al. [6]
lies in automatic extraction of key frames. Delaunay clustering has
been improved in this paper through a dynamic edge pruning
strategy where the overall reduction in the global standard devia-
tion of edge lengths is maximized with imposition of a structural
constraint in form of a lower limit on the deviation ratio of the
graph vertices. This constraint on deviation ratio of graph vertices
is checked before removal of the corresponding edge such that the
edges within a cluster are preserved. We consider both color and
texture features for the purpose of video summarization. Informa-
tion-theoretic pre-sampling is applied during the pre-processing
stage so that frames corresponding to the significant valleys in
the mutual information profile between successive frames of any
video are chosen. Moreover, we present various key frame visual-
ization techniques that arrange the key frames in an organized
manner to facilitate the user in efficient video browsing and navi-
gation. Finally, a comprehensive performance evaluation and com-
parisons with three well-known existing summarization methods
[6–8] are carried out over a collection of 100 videos with different
genres as well as durations (downloaded from Open Video project
and YouTube) using three subjective measures (Clarity, Concise-
ness, Overall quality) and three objective measures (Fidelity, Shot
Reconstruction Degree, Compression Ratio).

3. Theoretical foundations

Our clustering strategy is based on efficient pruning of edges in
a Delaunay graph. Some useful definitions pertaining to this meth-
od are provided in this section.

Definition 1. Delaunay triangulation (DT) of a point set is the
straight line dual of famous Voronoi diagram, used to represent the
inter-relationship between each data point in multi-dimensional
space to its nearest neighboring points.
Definition 2. Under the standard assumption that no four points
of P are co circular, the Delaunay triangulation is indeed a triangu-
lation [13] and the corresponding graph is called the Delaunay
graph. An edge ab in a Delaunay graph D(P) of a point set P connect-
ing points a and b is constructed iff there exists an empty circle
through a and b [14]. The closed disc bounded by the circle con-
tains no sites of P other than a and b. Fig. 1 graphically presents
the relation between Voronoi diagram and its dual Delaunay
triangulation.
Definition 3. Mean length of edges incident to each point pi is
denoted by LML(pi) and is defined as



Fig. 1. Delaunay triangulation (in black) and Voronoi diagram (in red). ab
represents a Delaunay path. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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LMLðPiÞ ¼
1

dðPiÞ
XdðPiÞ

j¼1

jejj ð1Þ

where d(pi) denotes the number of edges incident to pi and |ej| de-
notes the length of the jth edge.

Definition 4. Local standard deviation of length of edges incident to
pi is denoted by LSD(pi) and is defined as:

LSDðPiÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

dðPiÞ
XdðPiÞ

j¼1

LMLðPiÞ � jejj
� �2

vuut ð2Þ

Definition 5. The global standard deviation for DT of N points is
defined as:

GSDðDTÞ ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

LSDðPiÞ ð3Þ

Definition 6. Deviation ratio for each point pi in Delaunay graph is
denoted by DR(pi) and is defined as:

DRðPiÞ ¼
LSDðPiÞ

GSDðDTÞ ð4Þ
4. Proposed method

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the main steps of our proposed video key
frame extraction method. The proposed method consists of four
main steps: (1) video frames pre-sampling; (2) feature extraction;
(3) Delaunay clustering; (4) key frame extraction.

4.1. Video frames pre-sampling

The first step towards key frame extraction is to split the video
stream into a set of meaningful and manageable basic units by the
process of temporal video segmentation. Most of these approaches
[16,17] depend on shot detection, which become inaccurate due to
the presence of different types of transitions (e.g., fade in, fade out,
abrupt cut) between successive video frames. Another well-known
approach of video segmentation is to divide the video stream into
frames (still images). Several authors have used this approach [6–
8] and it is also used by our proposed method.

In a pre-sampling approach, only a subset of frames, which
potentially represents the overall content of the whole video
stream, is usually considered. Sampling rate becomes a very
important parameter which can directly influences the content
coverage of the final key frame set. Very low sampling rate leads
to poor quality of video summary and at the same time increases
the time required to obtain the summary. In contrast, very high
sampling rate could miss important information contained in the
video. Hence, judicious selection of sampling rate is an important
design parameter in the process of video summarization. Videos
having long shots have an advantage with the fixed pre-sampling
approach as more number of frames is selected for further process-
ing. However, for the shots with short duration, there is a possibil-
ity that no frame gets selected. To handle this type of problem, we
use a combination of fixed pre-sampling and information-theoretic
pre-sampling based on mutual information. The fixed sampling
rate is one frame per second (same as that in VSUMM). We addi-
tionally employ information-theoretic pre-sampling where frames
corresponding to the significant valleys in the mutual information
profile between successive frames of the entire video segment are
chosen. Mutual information between two frames indicates the ex-
tent of similarity between those frames. In our method, estimation
of mutual information is based on joint entropy calculation be-
tween successive frames [18]. Let MI(Ft,Ft�1) represents the mutual
information between one frame Ft at time instant t and another
frame Ft�1 at time instant t � 1. A significant valley is given by
the following criterion:

MIðFt; Ft�1Þ
MIðFt�1; Ft�2Þ

þMIðFt ; Ft�1Þ
MIðFtþ1; FtÞ

6 2ð1� eÞ ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), e is a threshold for significant valley detection. A sim-
ilar approach for significant peak detection can be found in [11].
For video shots having longer duration, more frames are selected
even with fixed sampling rate. However, in case of videos having
shorter duration shots, like cartoon videos, loss of information is
inevitable with fixed pre-sampling rate. So, information-theoretic
pre-sampling can select frames for these types of videos which
could be missed during sampling with a fixed rate. Fig. 3 demon-
strates the process of significant valley detection in mutual infor-
mation change between successive frames for a cartoon video
downloaded from YouTube. Symbols a, b, c, d indicate valleys.

Note that frames corresponding to those valleys are missed due
to fixed pre-sampling rate of one frame per second. (i.e., frames
having numbers as multiples of 30 are selected for videos with
frame rate of 30 fps approximately).
4.2. Feature extraction

Feature extraction is an important step to efficiently represent
the video frames in multi-dimensional space. We use both color
and texture feature to represent the content of video frames in
our proposed algorithm.
4.2.1. Color feature extraction
Color is the most expressive low level feature. We represent

each video frame by a 256-dimensional feature vector, obtained
from a color histogram. This is a computationally efficient tech-
nique and is also robust to small changes of the camera position
[11]. One key issue of such a histogram-based approach is the
selection of an appropriate color space. In our case, it is important
that the color model reflects the human perception of colors. So,
we decide to obtain the color histogram using the HSV color space,
which is also found to be more resilient to noise [11,19]. The HSV
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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color space is divided into 256 color subspaces, using 16 ranges of
H, 4 ranges of S, and 4 ranges of V according to the MPEG-7 generic
color histogram descriptor.

4.2.2. Texture feature extraction
In addition to color, texture feature is also extracted from the vi-

deo frames using edge histogram descriptor [20]. A video frame is
first sub-divided into 4 � 4 blocks, and then local edge histograms
for each of these blocks are computed. Edges are broadly grouped
into five categories: vertical, horizontal, 45� diagonal, 135� diago-
nal, and isotropic. Thus, each local histogram has five bins corre-
sponding to the above five categories. Finally each frame is
represented by a 80-dimensional feature vector corresponding to
texture feature.

As global color histogram alone is incapable of preserving spa-
tial information present in the video frames, our method utilizes
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Fig. 3. Significant valley detection in mutual information change between successive frames. a, b, c, d indicate valleys.
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texture feature along with color histogram to achieve higher
semantic dependency between different video frames. So, spatial
redundancy between frames is eliminated. After combining color
and texture features using serial feature fusion strategy [30], each
frame is represented by a 336-dimensional feature vector. Apart
from serial fusion, various methods like parallel fusion [30], Canon-
ical correlation analysis based fusion [31], KL transform based fu-
sion [32], Multi-modality learning based fusion [33] are
developed for efficient feature fusion in recognition tasks. How-
ever, for very long datasets, like a video, feature fusion for each
frame is computationally prohibitive. On the other hand, for small
sample size problems, these complex fusion strategies provide
superior result compared to the serial feature fusion [30]. We next
stack such combined feature vectors for each frame into the frame-
feature matrix.

4.2.3. Elimination of meaningless frames
A meaningless frame is a monochromatic frame which may be

present due to different transitions (e.g., fade in, fade out) between
successive frames. There exist some situations where these mono-
chromatic frames are selected due to pre-sampling. Hence, these
frames need to be discarded before clustering. That is why we com-
pute the normalized variance for both color and edge histogram of
sampled frames. Fig. 4 illustrates the behavior of those histograms
for different types of video frames. Notice that, monochromatic
frames have a high variance between histogram bins as they follow
homogenous distribution [15]. Thus, we discard a selected frame if
one of its histograms has a normalized variance greater than a pre-
determined threshold of 0.5.

4.3. Clustering on Delaunay graphs

Since the feature extraction process tends to generate a sparse
matrix, we apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [21] to re-
duce the dimensions of the matrix without affecting the overall vi-
deo content. After applying PCA, each frame in the m-dimensional
(m = 336 in our case) feature space is projected on a d-dimensional
refined feature space where d is the number of the selected Princi-
pal Components (PCs). We choose d depending on the variance of
the video [6] (see Section 6.7).

We then construct the Delaunay graph using the data points in
the refined feature space as its vertices. Each edge in the Delaunay
graph represents spatial proximity between the corresponding ver-
tices (or frames). In the Delaunay graph, the edges can be grouped
into intra-cluster edges (edges whose end points are in the same
cluster) and inter-cluster edges (edges whose end points are in dif-
ferent clusters). Note that the vertices lying on the boundary of any
cluster exhibit greater variation in the lengths of edges incident on
them. This is because some of the edges incident on such vertices
are inter-cluster edges while the rest can be intra cluster edges.
So deviation ratio for these vertices is P1 whereas for the
vertices which lie inside the clusters, deviation ratio is <1 (see
Definition 6).

Our objective is to preserve intra-cluster edges and remove in-
ter-cluster edges which connect the individual clusters in an effi-
cient manner. In our method, the problem of edge pruning in the
Delaunay graph is posed as a constraint optimization problem.
We remove an edge e such that the overall global standard devia-
tion reduction of the edges in the Delaunay graph is maximized
provided the edge joining the vertices in the Delaunay graph have
deviation ratio P1. At each step, after selecting the edge according
to the maximum reduction in the global standard deviation crite-
ria, the constraint on deviation ratio is checked to ensure that
the edges within a cluster are preserved. This edge removal process
is repeated until a threshold is reached. Delaunay graph for a given
point set is partitioned into K disjoint clusters DTK = {C1,C2, . . .,CK}
such that the following objective function is satisfied:

DTK ¼ argmaxðGSDðDT0ÞÞ � GSDððDTKÞÞ ð6Þ

jDGSDðDTKÞ � DGSDðDT�KÞj < jaðDGSDðDTKÞ þ 1Þj ð7Þ

DRfVerticesðeÞgP 1 ð8Þ

In Eq. (6), DT0 denotes the original Delaunay triangulation,
GSD(DT0) denotes the global standard deviation of DT0 and
GSD(DTK) represents the global standard deviation after the end
of edge removal process. The term DGSD(DTK) denotes maximum
global standard deviation reduction that leads to final clusters
whereas the term DGSD(DT�K ) denotes maximum global standard
deviation reduction in the penultimate stage, i.e., DT�K = {C1,C2,
. . .,CK�1}. The constant a in Eq. (7) has a small positive value which
determines the termination criterion of this iterative algorithm. Eq.
(8) represents the constraint on deviation ratio of vertices contain-
ing an edge selected for removal. Remaining connected compo-
nents of the final Delaunay graph DTK represent individual clusters.

We now provide a justification of using deviation ratio as a
structural constraint. The edge ab in the Delaunay graph of
Fig. 5(a) is longer than the edge cd. So removal of the edge ab will



Fig. 4. Characteristics of color histograms (second column) and edge histograms (third column) for different frames (first column): normal frames (first row), fade-in frames
(second row), and transition frames (third row).
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lead to maximum global standard deviation reduction as compared
to removal of the edge cd. Without imposition of the constraint on
deviation ratio, the edge ab will be deleted which is actually an in-
tra-cluster edge (as shown in Fig. 5(b)). In contrast, incorporation
of the deviation ratio constraint will ensure removal of the edge
cd and not the edge ab (as shown in Fig. 5(c)). So, we can conclude
that incorporation of a constraint on deviation ratio of frames re-
moves inter-cluster edges more effectively as compared to the case
where only global standard deviation reduction is minimized. The
proposed method, as a result, leads to more natural clusters of the
video frames (see Fig. 5).

We also check the imposition of this structural constraint (DR)
from purely a clustering perspective. This is analyzed using a
graph-clustering fitness measure. As shown in Section 6.6, incorpo-
ration of this structural constraint yields a superior clustering
performance.

4.4. Key frame extraction

Extraction of connected components from the Delaunay graph
is performed using Dulmage–Mendelsohn decomposition of the
adjacency matrix after the dynamic edge pruning process is com-
plete [22]. This decomposition finds a maximum-size matching
in the bipartite graph of the matrix and the diagonal blocks of
the adjacency matrix represent the connected components of the
Delaunay graph. The frames which are closest to the centroids of
each cluster are deemed as the key frames. Finally, the key frames
are arranged in an organized manner to make the video summary
more understandable.
5. Video key frame visualizations

Once the key frames are extracted, they need to be presented in
an organized manner for facilitating the user in efficient video
browsing and navigation purposes. Video visualization methods
aim to present the key frames in some meaningful way which al-
lows the user to grasp the content of a video without watching it
entirely [3]. The two most common approaches for key frame visu-
alization are static storyboard display and dynamic slideshow. The
former arranges the extracted key frames in lines with maintaining
temporal order while the later deals with sequential display of key
frames in which the user has no control over the viewing rate.
Although screen space is an issue with static storyboard display
but it is still the preferred method over the dynamic slideshow
[34]. Apart from these two basic forms of key frame visualization
methods, there exist another group of methods which present
the video summary using a single image. Video poster [35], Video
Manga [36], Stained glass [37], Video mosaic [38], VideoSpaceIcon
[38], Blocked recursive image composition [39], Video collage
[40,41] are the most popular form of key frame visualization meth-
ods using a single image.

We have presented four different key frame visualization meth-
ods such as static storyboard, dynamic slideshow, video Manga
[36] and video collage [40,41] using the extracted key frames.
Fig. 6 presents the different key frame visualizations for the video
Exotic Terrane, segment 03. Video Manga and video collage are
generated using the methods described in [36,41] respectively.
We have considered only the duration of clusters as the domi-
nance/importance score in generating video Manga.
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6. Experimental results

In this section, the proposed video summarization method is
analyzed and the results are compared with three well known ap-
proaches [6–8] presented in the literature. In addition, some infor-
mation about performance measures and evaluation datasets are
also provided.

6.1. Performance measures

Unlike other research areas, a consistent evaluation framework
for video analysis and summarization is somewhat lacking, possi-
bly due to the absence of well-defined objective ground truth. In
order to do a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed method,
we use three objective and three subjective measures. The objec-
tive measures used are Fidelity [24], Shot Reconstruction Degree
(SRD) [25] and Compression Ratio (CR) [26]. These measures are
preferred because they employ two different approaches. Fidelity
provides a global description of the visual content of the video
summary, while the Shot Reconstruction Degree uses a local eval-
uation of the key frames. Compression Ratio is additionally used
to examine the compactness of the video summary [26]. How-
ever, [27] points to the limitation of using only objective mea-
sures for video summarization. As video summarization is a
subjective task to a large extent, subjective evaluation becomes
necessary in addition to the objective evaluation. In this paper,
subjective evaluation using clarity, conciseness, and overall qual-
ity [43] is also carried out to judge the perception of users to-
wards the video summaries. All the above measures are now
discussed below.

A. Fidelity: The fidelity measure is based on the semi-Hausdorff
distance to compare each key frame in the summary with the other
frames in the video sequence. Let Vseq = {F1,F2, . . .,FN} be the frames
of the input video sequence and KF = {FK1,FK2, . . .,FKM} be the ex-
tracted key frame set. The distance between the set of key frames
and a frame F belonging to Vseq can be computed as:
DISTðF;KFÞ ¼ MinfDiffðF; FKj
Þg; j ¼ 1 to M ð9Þ

In Eq. (9), Diff () is a suitable frame difference measure. For this
work, we use color histogram intersection-based dissimilarity
measure [28]. The distance between the video sequence Vseq and
set of key frames KF can be defined as:

DISTðVseq;KFÞ ¼ MaxfDISTðFi;KFÞg; i ¼ 1 to N ð10Þ
FIDELITYðVseq;KFÞ ¼MaxDiff � DISTðVseq;KFÞ ð11Þ

MaxDiff in Eq. (11) is the largest possible value that Diff () can
assume. High Fidelity provides a good global description of the vi-
sual content of the video summary.

B. Shot Reconstruction Degree (SRD): This measure indicates how
accurately we can reconstruct the whole video sequence from the
extracted set of key frames using a suitable frame interpolation
technique. SRD can be defined as:

SRDðVseq;KFÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

SimðFi; F
0
iÞ ð12Þ

Sim () is the similarity measure between two frames, Fi is the ith
frame and, F 0i is the ith reconstructed frame obtained using suitable
frame interpolation technique. We have considered an inertia-
based frame interpolation algorithm (IMCI) [29] and color histo-
gram intersection-based similarity function to calculate SRD. High
SRD provides more detailed information about local behavior of
key frames.

C. Compression Ratio (CR): Compression Ratio for a video se-
quence with N frames having a key frame set of cardinality M is
defined as:

CRðVseqÞ ¼ 1� ðM=NÞ ð13Þ

High Compression Ratio is desirable for a good quality video
summary.



(a) Static Storyboard 

(b) Dynamic Slideshow 

(c) Video Manga 

(d) Video Collage 

Fig. 6. Key frame visualizations for the video Exotic Terrane, segment 03.
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D. Clarity: Frames within the summary should be clearly visible.
In other words, the video summary should not contain transition
frames that are not clearly discernible to the users.

E. Conciseness: Any frame selected for the video summary
should contain only necessary information. Thus, the video
summary should be as short as possible provided that it captures
all the essential information of a video stream.

F. Overall quality: Overall quality of a video summary is evalu-
ated by taking into consideration the factors like coverage, coher-
ence and amiability.
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We evaluated 50 videos each from the Open Video Project [44]
and the YouTube [45]. All the experiments were performed on a
machine with Intel(R) core(TM) i5-2400 processor and 8 GB of
DDR2-memory.

6.2. Performance analysis with Information theoretic pre-sampling

We first evaluate the effect of information theoretic pre-sam-
pling over fixed sampling for video key frame extraction. Fig. 7 pre-
sents the video summaries produced by OURS(C + E) method and
VSUMM. From the figure, it can be seen that the second and sixth
frames present in the output of our proposed technique is due to
the information-theoretic pre-sampling. These two frames are
not visually similar to the other frames present in the video sum-
mary. So, the presence of these two frames increases the content
coverage of the generated summary to a great extent. In fixed sam-
pling rate of one frame per second, this frame would not have been
selected for processing. So, the combination of fixed sampling and
information-theoretic sampling is shown to be more useful. It can
be noticed that though our technique produces much shorter sum-
maries as compared to VSUMM, the quality of summary obtained
using the proposed method outperforms VSUMM in terms of other
objective and subjective measures.

6.3. Performance analysis with deviation ratio constraint

Fig. 8 presents the video summaries produced by our proposed
method with and without presence of the deviation ratio con-
straint. It may be noted that the appropriate selection of key
frames plays a major role in maximizing the content coverage or
entropy information of a video summary. From Fig. 8(a), it can be
seen that both sixth and seventh frames are missing due to impro-
per edge removal process in absence of deviation ratio constraint
(a) VSUMM [8]: Fidelity = 0.697, Shot Reconstruction Deg
Clarity = 3.76, Conciseness = 3.76, Overall Quality = 3.82. 

(b) OURS(C+E) : Fidelity = 0.778, Shot Reconstruction De
Clarity = 4.18, Conciseness = 3.52, Overall Quality = 4.04.

Fig. 7. Summary produced by different approaches for th
whereas addition of this constraint makes the clustering process
more significant which in turn helps to increase the content cover-
age of the produced video summary. Presence of these frames
makes the video summary more meaningful because it increases
the overall content coverage (maximizes the entropy information).

6.4. Performance comparison with state-of-the-art methods

In this section we make a comparative performance analysis to
evaluate the results of the proposed method for both Open Video
and YouTube database.

6.4.1. Results for the Open Video database
First, we discuss the results on videos downloaded from the

Open Video Project [44]. We evaluate our approach on 50 test vi-
deo segments belonging to different genres (e.g., documentary,
educational, and lecture) and having different durations (30 s to
4 min). Each test video is in MPEG-1 format with a frame rate of
29.97 and the frames having dimensions of 352 � 240 pixels. Long
videos are avoided due to limitation of annotation by a subject. For
comparison, we used the summarization results on same videos, as
reported by three other techniques, namely, DT [6], STIMO [7], and
VSUMM [8]. All 50 videos along with the summaries produced by
the above techniques are available at <http://www.sites.google.-
com/site/vsummsite/>. We apply the clustering method on two
different sets of features, denoted as OURS(C) and OURS(C + E). In
OURS(C), only color feature is used whereas in OURS(C + E), both
color and edge (texture) features are used. The reason behind sep-
arately taking only color feature is that it makes comparisons more
unbiased as the other summarization techniques use only a color
feature. So, we can separately show the impact of our improved
clustering strategy as well betterment due to use of both color
and texture features. For objective evaluation, Fidelity, Shot Recon-
ree = 4.373, Compression ratio = 0.986,     
 

gree = 4.536, Compression ratio = 0.991,        
  

e video from YouTube database (Cartoon Category).

http://www.sites.google.com/site/vsummsite/
http://www.sites.google.com/site/vsummsite/


(a) Without Deviation Ratio Constraint:  Fidelity = 0.721, Shot Reconstruction Degree = 6.758, 
Compression ratio = 0.996, Clarity = 4.10, Conciseness = 3.18, Overall Quality = 2.87.  

(b) With Deviation Ratio Constraint:  Fidelity = 0.862, Shot Reconstruction Degree = 7.682,        
Compression ratio = 0.996, Clarity = 4.14, Conciseness = 4.02, Overall Quality = 3.96.  

Fig. 8. Summary produced by under different instances of deviation ratio constraint for the video ‘‘A New Horizon, segment 08’’. Top row ? GSDR_DC [5] without deviation
ratio constraint. Bottom row ? Proposed method with deviation ratio constraint.
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struction Degree and Compression Ratio are used. For subjective
evaluation, users are asked to rate all the summarized results on
a scale of 1–5 (1 corresponds to worst and 5 corresponds to best)
in Clarity, Conciseness, and Overall Quality categories. Altogether
25 subjects are involved and each user rated 10 videos. So, sum-
mary of each video is evaluated by five different subjects. A sample
sheet of user survey and our results for all the 50 videos are avail-
able at: <https://sites.google.com/site/ivprgroup/home/research/
video-story-board-design>. The parameters used to obtain the vi-
deo summaries using our method are e = 0.75 and a = 0.00010
(see Section 5.4). Table 1 presents the average value for both objec-
tive and subjective measures achieved by different approaches for
several video categories. The results indicate that both OURS(C)
and OURS(C + E) perform better than all the competing methods.
For DT approach, the average Compression Ratio measure is more
as it produces much smaller summaries at a cost of poor quality of
key frames. From Table 1, it can be concluded that the summary
produced using combined feature space has more user satisfaction
as compared to using only color feature. The proposed OURS(C + E)
strategy eliminates redundant frames with similar spatial
concepts.
Table 1
Average value for different measures for OV database.

Measures Category #Videos D

Fidelity Documentary 44 0
Educational 2 0
Lecture 4 0
Weighted average 50 0

Shot Reconstruction Degree Documentary 44 3
Educational 2 3
Lecture 4 4
Weighted average 50 3

Compression Ratio Documentary 44 0
Educational 2 0
Lecture 4 0
Weighted average 50 0

Clarity Documentary 44 3
Educational 2 3
Lecture 4 3
Weighted average 50 3

Conciseness Documentary 44 3
Educational 2 3
Lecture 4 3
Weighted average 50 3

Overall quality Documentary 44 3
Educational 2 3
Lecture 4 3
Weighted average 50 3
To judge the relative performance of OURS(C + E) with respect
to the other four algorithms ([6–8], OURS(C)), the following rela-
tive improvement (DQ) measure is employed [26]:

DQðXÞ ¼ ðMeasure AlgðOURSðCþ EÞÞ �Measure AlgðXÞÞ
Measure AlgðXÞ ð14Þ

where Measure_Alg corresponds to the average values for different
measures (both objective and subjective metrics), and X{DT, STIMO,
VSUMM and OURS(C)}. Table 2 shows the average relative improve-
ment for different measures achieved by OURS(C + E) approach on
the 50 videos from OV database.

It can be seen that the relative improvement on the subjective
measures are more as compared to the objective measures which
indicates that the video summary produced using OURS(C + E)
method has more user satisfaction as compared to others. Note
that the average Shot Reconstruction Degree measure for OURS(C)
is more as compared to OURS(C + E). This happens because for Doc-
umentary and Lecture videos, key frames selected using only color
feature are more accurate to reconstruct the whole video sequence
as compared to frames selected using combined feature space.
Fig. 9 presents the video summaries produced by different ap-
T STIMO VSUMM OURS(C) OURS(C + E)

.504 0.522 0.562 0.567 0.586

.478 0.468 0.504 0.554 0.555

.586 0.605 0.614 0.621 0.636

.509 0.527 0.564 0.571 0.584

.671 3.754 3.944 4.079 4.080

.203 2.989 2.889 3.265 3.236

.205 4.212 4.155 4.262 4.245

.695 3.760 3.919 4.061 4.059

.997 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997

.996 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.996

.997 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997

.997 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997

.269 3.394 3.634 3.900 3.999

.430 3.480 3.680 3.830 4.200

.305 3.255 3.410 3.535 3.875

.278 3.384 3.618 3.868 3.990

.439 3.555 3.774 3.866 3.969

.780 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.210

.350 3.540 3.740 3.800 3.950

.452 3.572 3.780 3.866 3.977

.430 3.495 3.836 4.005 4.135

.800 4.000 4.200 4.250 4.410

.885 3.710 4.230 4.190 4.355

.481 3.532 3.882 4.029 4.163

https://sites.google.com/site/ivprgroup/home/research/video-story-board-design
https://sites.google.com/site/ivprgroup/home/research/video-story-board-design


Table 2
Relative improvements of OURS(C + E) over DT, STIMO, VSUMM and OURS(C).

OV project videos Fidelity Shot Reconstruction Degree Compression Ratio Clarity Conciseness Overall quality

DT 15.64 9.92 0 21.92 15.44 19.69
STIMO 11.94 8.03 0.96 18.03 11.38 17.91
VSUMM 4.44 3.68 0 10.49 5.20 7.29
OURS(C) 3.14 �0.04 0 4.83 2.87 3.50
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proaches for the video Exotic Terrane, segment 03. The figure
clearly shows some redundancy in the output of OURS(C) method
(inclusion of both the fourth and the fifth frame) being removed in
the video summary obtained from the OURS(C + E) method.

Presence of redundant frames in the video summary decreases
the overall quality of the summary. The highest summary quality
in terms of both objective and subjective measures is achieved
by our OURS(C + E), which can also be confirmed by a visual com-
parison with the video summaries, obtained from other methods.

6.4.2. Results for the YouTube database
We also evaluate our proposed techniques over 50 videos col-

lected from YouTube website [45]. These videos also belong to dif-
ferent genres (e.g., sports, news, TV-shows, commercials, and home
videos) and their durations vary from 1 to 10 min. Since the results
(a) DT [6]: Fidelity = 0.607, Shot Reconstruction Degree 
Clarity = 3.18, Conciseness = 3.72, Overall Quality = 3.52

(b) STIMO [7]: Fidelity = 0.612, Shot Reconstruction De
Clarity = 3.24, Conciseness = 3.72, Overall Quality = 3.3

(c) VSUMM [8]: Fidelity = 0.601, Shot Reconstruction D
Clarity = 3.54, Conciseness = 3.88, Overall Quality = 3.8

(d) OURS(C) : Fidelity = 0.642, Shot Reconstruction Deg
Clarity = 3.96, Conciseness = 4.12, Overall Quality = 4.2

(e) OURS(C+E) : Fidelity = 0.645, Shot Reconstruction D
Clarity = 4.16, Conciseness = 4.12, Overall Quality = 4.3

Fig. 9. Summary produced by different approach
of DT and STIMO on YouTube database are not available, we have
compared our results with only VSUMM for the videos down-
loaded from the YouTube. All the videos along with the video sum-
maries produced by VSUMM can be seen at <http://
www.sites.google.com/site/vsummsite/>. Since, we already dem-
onstrated that on videos from OV database, OURS(C + E) approach
yielded better results as compared to that of OURS(C), only
OURS(C + E) is applied on this new set of videos.

Once again, the same 25 subjects were invited to manually rate
the summaries for the videos and each video summary has re-
ceived five different user evaluations. The parameters used to ob-
tain the video summaries using our method are e = 0.85 and
a = 0.00015 (see Section 6.7). All the summarization results are
available at: <https://sites.google.com/site/ivprgroup/home/re-
search/video-story-board-design>. Table. 3 presents the compara-
= 6.232, Compression ratio = 0.998,               
.  

gree = 6.311, Compression ratio = 0.997,       
2.  

egree = 6.198, Compression ratio = 0.998,     
2.  

ree = 6.639, Compression ratio = 0.997,        
2.  

egree = 6.648, Compression ratio = 0.997,        
0.  

es for the video Exotic Terrane, segment 03.

http://www.sites.google.com/site/vsummsite/
http://www.sites.google.com/site/vsummsite/
https://sites.google.com/site/ivprgroup/home/research/video-story-board-design
https://sites.google.com/site/ivprgroup/home/research/video-story-board-design
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tive results between OURS(C + E) and VSUMM for different
categories.

It is interesting to note that OURS(C + E) attains lower value in
terms of subjective measures for the videos in the category of
TV-shows. It seems that both the approaches have a low perfor-
mance for the videos in the TV-shows category as users want to
see several appearances of the same anchor in the video summa-
ries which are practically identical from the visual point of view.
Table 4 shows relative improvement in the performance of our
algorithm over VSUMM on these videos from the You Tube data-
base. These relative improvements are of the same order as in [26].

In addition to relative improvements, we verify the statistical
significance of all the results, the confidence intervals for the dif-
ferences between paired means were computed to compare every
pair of methods. If the confidence interval includes zero, the differ-
ence is not significant at that confidence level. If the confidence
interval does not include zero, then the sign of the mean difference
indicates which alternative is better [23]. Since the confidence
intervals (with a confidence of 98%) do not include zero in 28 out
of 30 comparisons in terms of both objective and subjective mea-
sures, the results presented in Tables 5 and 6 confirm that our ap-
proach produces summaries with superior quality in relation to the
compared methods.

It is important to mention that in the experiments with You-
Tube database, the average values of the objective and subjective
measures for our method are similar to those in the Open Video
Table 3
Average value for different measures for YouTube database.

Measures Category

Fidelity Sports
Cartoons
Commercials
News
TV-shows
Home
Weighted average

Shot Reconstruction Degree Sports
Cartoons
Commercials
News
TV-shows
Home
Weighted average

Compression Ratio Sports
Cartoons
Commercials
News
TV-shows
Home
Weighted average

Clarity Sports
Cartoons
Commercials
News
TV-shows
Home
Weighted average

Conciseness Sports
Cartoons
Commercials
News
TV-shows
Home
Weighted average

Overall Quality Sports
Cartoons
Commercials
News
TV-shows
Home
Weighted average
database. So, we can conclude that the proposed method produces
video summaries of acceptable quality for video collections with
quite different characteristics.

6.5. Performance comparison with K-means clustering

In this section, we provide a comparative analysis between our
proposed method OURS(C + E) and key frames generated using
classical K-means clustering [42]. We choose K-means because of
its low computational overhead in clustering of high dimensional
data. On the other hand, the major drawback of K-means clustering
is to decide an optimal number of clusters (key frames) to obtain
the required content coverage of the produced summary. The com-
bination of both color and edge feature are used in K-means clus-
tering to make a fair comparison with OURS(C + E). We have
chosen six videos (3 from OV and rest 3 from YouTube) randomly
from the evaluation dataset. Detailed information about the six
videos are given in Table 7. Table 8 presents the average value
for both objective and subjective measures achieved by both
approaches for the selected videos. We set the value of K as same
as the number of key frames produced by the method OURS(C + E).
The results indicate that proposed OURS(C + E) perform better than
K-means clustering for all the video segments.

Fig. 10 shows the key frames produced by both K-means clus-
tering and OURS(C + E) for the video A New Horizon, segment 02.
From Figure, it can be noticed that there exist a lot more redundant
#Videos VSUMM OURS(C + E)

17 0.438 0.451
10 0.476 0.482

2 0.487 0.481
15 0.425 0.441

5 0.548 0.565
1 0.409 0.429

50 0.454 0.466
17 4.325 4.631
10 3.724 3.821

2 4.385 4.396
15 4.379 4.481

5 2.902 2.907
1 4.218 4.228

50 4.079 4.234
17 0.995 0.998
10 0.991 0.993

2 0.996 0.996
15 0.997 0.997

5 0.998 0.998
1 0.995 0.994

50 0.995 0.996
17 3.804 4.022
10 3.606 3.784

2 3.490 3.740
15 3.449 3.697

5 3.053 3.125
1 3.840 3.940

50 3.571 3.774
17 3.888 4.067
10 3.628 3.816

2 3.685 3.935
15 3.584 3.941

5 2.621 2.752
1 3.660 3.680

50 3.605 3.834
17 3.965 4.292
10 3.694 3.950

2 3.900 3.990
15 3.721 4.043

5 2.921 3.075
1 3.740 3.740

50 3.726 4.004



Table 4
Relative improvements of OURS(C + E) over VSUMM.

YouTube Videos Fidelity Shot Reconstruction Degree Compression Ratio Clarity Conciseness Overall quality

VSUMM 2.74 3.65 0.14 5.66 6.37 7.39

Table 5
Difference between mean of different measures at a confidence of 98% for OV database.

Measures Difference Confidence interval (98%)

Min. Max.

Fidelity OURS (C + E) � DT 0.14 0.32
OURS (C + E) � STIMO 0.09 0.21
OURS (C + E) � VSUMM 0.11 0.19
OURS (C + E) � OURS(C) 0.06 0.15

Shot Reconstruction Degree OURS (C + E) � DT 0.29 0.38
OURS (C + E) � STIMO 0.12 0.23
OURS (C + E) � VSUMM 0.14 0.26
OURS (C + E) � OURS(C) �0.046 0.081

Compression Ratio OURS (C + E) � DT 0.10 0.25
OURS (C + E) � STIMO 0.008 0.142
OURS (C + E) � VSUMM 0.002 0.056
OURS (C + E) � OURS(C) 0.08 0.08

Clarity OURS (C + E) � DT 0.36 0.64
OURS (C + E) � STIMO 0.09 0.36
OURS (C + E) � VSUMM 0.12 0.25
OURS (C + E) � OURS(C) 0.07 0.20

Conciseness OURS (C + E) � DT 0.42 0.68
OURS (C + E) � STIMO 0.24 0.45
OURS (C + E) � VSUMM �0.112 0.008
OURS (C + E) � OURS(C) 0.09 0.15

Overall Quality OURS (C + E) � DT 0.47 0.72
OURS (C + E) � STIMO 0.34 0.51
OURS (C + E) � VSUMM 0.25 0.33
OURS (C + E) � OURS(C) 0.16 0.31

Table 6
Difference between mean of different measures at a confidence of 98% for YouTube database.

Measures Difference Confidence interval (98%)

Min. Max.

Fidelity OURS(C + E) � VSUMM 0.09 0.17
Shot Reconstruction Degree OURS(C + E) � VSUMM 0.31 0.54
Compression Ratio OURS(C + E) � VSUMM 0.16 0.34
Clarity OURS(C + E) � VSUMM 0.36 0.68
Conciseness OURS(C + E) � VSUMM �0.80 0.31
Overall quality OURS(C + E) � VSUMM 0.21 0.54

Table 7
Dataset information.

Video ID Video Segment Title Source Frames Genre

1 A New Horizon, segment 02 OV 1797 Documentary
2 Drift Ice as a Geologic Agent, segment 03 OV 2742 Educational
3 Drift Ice as a Geologic Agent, segment 10 OV 1407 Lecture
4 Cartoon video YouTube 1424 Cartoon
5 Sports video YouTube 8728 Sports
6 Home video YouTube 1206 Home
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frames (presence of both 7th and 8th frame) in the summary gen-
erated by K-means clustering. This type of redundancy is elimi-
nated in our clustering scheme because there is no fixed number
of clusters that the content needs to be distributed to as in K-
means clustering. Moreover, the produced key frames lack clarity
(presence of both 1st and 3rd frame) as compared to key frames
produced by our proposed method. Comparing the two results,
we conclude that the advantage of our proposed method over K-
means is its suitability to automatic batch processing with no user
specified parameters such as the number of clusters.
6.6. Clustering performance analysis

To compare the performance of our clustering approach with
deviation ratio constraint with different clustering methods based
on Delaunay graph, we use the mean density-based cluster fitness
measure [46]. Density-based cluster fitness measure (FD) is the
product of local densities and relative densities of the clusters of
a given graph G. The relative density is the probability that a ran-
domly chosen edge incident on the cluster is an internal edge.
The local density is the probability that two randomly chosen clus-



Table 8
Average values for different measures for both OURS(C + E) and K-means summary.

Video ID 1 2 3 4 5 6

K-means clustering Key frames 8 8 5 12 10 7
Fidelity 0.496 0.498 0.524 0.561 0.432 0.432
SRD 2.667 1.896 2.778 4.223 5.325 4.221
Comp. Ratio 0.9955 0.9970 0.9964 0.9915 0.9989 0.9942
Clarity 2.98 3.53 3.81 3.74 4.12 3.95
Conciseness 3.06 3.45 3.52 3.70 3.68 3.62
Overall quality 3.27 3.78 4.50 3.84 4.10 3.74

OURS(C + E) Key frames 8 8 5 12 10 7
Fidelity 0.694 0.617 0.682 0.778 0.518 0.427
SRD 3.372 2.205 3.007 4.536 5.672 4.228
Comp. Ratio 0.9955 0.9970 0.9964 0.9915 0.9989 0.9942
Clarity 3.94 4.30 4.00 4.18 4.20 3.94
Conciseness 3.86 4.22 4.14 3.52 4.14 3.68
Overall quality 4.04 4.38 4.68 4.04 4.30 3.74

(b) OURS(C+E): Fidelity = 0.694, Shot Reconstruction Degree = 3.372, Compression ratio = 0.9955,               
Clarity = 3.94, Conciseness = 3.86, Overall Quality = 4.04.  

(a) K-means: Fidelity = 0.496, Shot Reconstruction Degree = 2.667, Compression ratio = 0.9955,               
Clarity = 2.98, Conciseness = 3.06, Overall Quality = 3.27.  

Fig. 10. Summary produced by both K-means and OURS(C + E) approaches for the video A New Horizon, segment 02.
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ter members are connected by an edge. A high value of average FD

indicates a good clustering [46]. The mean FD measure for a graph
clustering with k clusters C1; C2; . . . ; Ck; is given by Eq. (15):

FDðGjC1; C2; . . . ; CkÞ ¼
1
k

Xk

i¼1

FDðCiÞ ð15Þ

In the above equation, FDðCiÞ represents the cluster fitness mea-
sures of the ith cluster. (For details, see the Appendix A). In Table 9,
we present the mean FD measure obtained from three DT-based
clustering methods for a five video segments randomly selected
from OV and YouTube. Table 9 clearly demonstrates the superiority
of the proposed method from purely clustering point of view over
its two competitors.

6.7. Tuning of the parameters

In this section, we first show how the values of different param-
eters, used in the proposed method, are obtained. We choose d as
the minimum number of principal components which together
Table 9
Mean FD measure for different clustering methods.

Video segment title Mean FD me

DT [6]

The Voyage of the Lee, Segment 05 (OV) 0.32
Drift Ice as Geologic Agent, Segment 10 (OV) 0.22
A New Horizon, Segment 08 (OV) 0.28
Cartoons Video #1 (YouTube) 0.47
News Video #12 (YouTube) 0.33
contribute close to 90% of the total variation [6]. A maximum value
of 7 can be used for d in MATLAB implementations of DT [6]. From
experiments, we find that a value between 5 and 7 is sufficient to
capture 90% or more of the total variation for most of the videos in
our test collection. Table 10 shows the variance of different video
segments for different values of d. out of 100 video segments in
our test video collection only 14 video (8 from OV and 6 from You-
Tube database) segments have variances less than 80% even for the
maximum value of d(=7).

We next discuss evaluation of the parameters: e and a in a man-
ner similar to [11]. The results are shown in Fig. 11, where the
x- and y-axes represent the variation in the parameters e and a,
respectively. The values in the z-axis represent the average of the
sum of objective measures achieved by each combination of those
parameters. The arrows point to best combination of parameters
for each database (i.e., values for e and a that maximize the sum
of objective measures). These values are: e = 0.75 and a = 0.0001
for the Open Video database; and e = 0.85 and a = 0.00015, for
the YouTube database.
asure

GSDR_DC [5] With DR constraint

0.29 0.37
0.41 0.43
0.36 0.47
0.56 0.59
0.37 0.41



Table 10
Variance of different video segments.

Video segment title #Principal components (d) Variance (%)

The Great Web of Water, Segment 1 (OV) 7 90
The Great Web of Water, Segment 2 (OV) 5 98
A New Horizon, Segment 6 (OV) 7 89
Exotic Terrane, Segment 6 (OV) 7 88
Senses And Sensitivity, Introduction to Lecture 2 (OV) 5 97
America’s New Frontier, Segment 4 (OV) 5 90
The Future of Energy Gases, Segment 5 (OV) 7 92
Ocean Floor Legacy, Segment 2 (OV) 7 86
Sports video #7 (YouTube) 5 96
Cartoons Video #1 (YouTube) 7 89
Home Video #1 (YouTube) 7 83
News Video #12 (YouTube) 7 93
Commercials Video #2 (YouTube) 5 95

(a) Open Video (b) YouTube 

Fig. 11. Parameter estimation strategy for e and a.
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6.8. Time complexity analysis

Time-complexity of our approach (in terms of number of frames
n and dimensionality of feature vector d) is O(n log n). Time-com-
plexity for the construction of DT is O(n log n) [6] and that for the
dynamic edge pruning strategy is O(kn), k� n, k is the number of
iteration. So, the total complexity of the proposed method is O(n
log n). This complexity is exactly same as that of the [6]. It is
important to note that we obtain a better video summary as com-
pared to [6] without affecting the time complexity.

7. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we present a novel automatic video summariza-
tion technique using improved Delaunay clustering and informa-
tion-theoretic pre-sampling. A combination of fixed pre-sampling
and information- theoretic pre-sampling is employed for selecting
the input frames for the clustering process. Information-theoretic
sampling is based on detection of global valleys in the mutual
information profile between successive frames of a video sequence.
This approach considerably reduces the chance of loss of informa-
tion as compared to only fixed pre-sampling. Improved Delaunay
clustering is achieved through a dynamic edge pruning strategy
via maximum global standard deviation reduction of edge lengths
along with imposition of a structural constraint in form of a lower
limit on the deviation ratio of the graph vertices. We undertake a
comprehensive evaluation of the proposed method on 100 videos
from the Open Video Project and the YouTube using three subjec-
tive and three objective measures. The detailed experimental
results clearly demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively that
the proposed method produces video summaries with high quality
and high user satisfaction as compared to three state-of-the-art
techniques.

In future, we will focus on implementation of higher order Del-
aunay graphs for production of both static and dynamic video sum-
maries using different graph centrality measures. Another
direction of future research will be to use a more extensive set of
features like color, motion, shape and texture along with an effi-
cient feature fusion strategy to obtain more meaningful video
summaries.

Appendix A

In a graph G = (V,E), a cluster candidate is a set of vertices C# V.
The order of the cluster is the number of vertices included in the
cluster, denoted by jCj. The internal degree and external degree
of a cluster C are defined as follows:

degintðCÞ ¼ jffv ;ug 2 Ejv ;u 2 Cgj ðA:1Þ

degextðCÞ ¼ jffv;ug ¼ Ejv 2 C;u 2 V n Cgj ðA:2Þ

Relative density is the ratio of the internal degree to the number
of edges incident to the cluster,

qrðCÞ ¼
degintðCÞ

degintðCÞ þ degextðCÞ

¼
P

v2Cdegintðv ; CÞP
v2Cdegintðv; CÞ þ 2degextðv ; CÞ

ðA:3Þ
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which favors connected components with few connections to other
parts of the graph.

The internal degree of a vertex can be defined as

degintðv ; CÞ ¼ jCðvÞ \ Cj ðA:4Þ

To measure how densely m is connected to C, we need to scale
this by the maximum number of neighbors that a vertex could
have in C, to obtain a measure in [0,1]:

dðv ; CÞ ¼ degintðv; CÞ
jCj � 1

ðA:5Þ

The local density measure would be a scaled sum of vertex den-
sities given by Eq. (A.6)

dlðCÞ ¼
1
jCj
X
v2C

dðv ; CÞ ¼ 1
jCjðjCj � 1Þ

X
v2C

degintðv ; CÞ ðA:6Þ

The sum of the internal degrees of vertices in C is twice the
internal degree of the cluster, as each internal edge is counted
independently by both of its endpoints. This simplifies the above
equation into

dlðCÞ ¼
1

jCjðjCj � 1Þ � 2degintðCÞ ¼
degintðCÞ
jCj
2

� �
ðA:7Þ

Finally, the FD measure for individual cluster is given by

FDðCÞ ¼ dlðCÞ � qrðCÞ ¼
2degint Cð Þ

2

jCjðjCj � 1Þ degintðCÞ þ degextðCÞð Þ ðA:8Þ
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